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Abstract: In recent, there has been considerable improvement in ocean awareness owing to the use of autonomous vehicles, which 

have played an important role in helping engineers, researchers, and scientists in observing the environment and gathering oceano-

graphic data. Therefore, it is useful to predict the speed of these vehicles. Velocity prediction programs (VPPs) are broadly used as 

tools to predict sailing yachts’ speeds but existing VPPs are unable to implement the new sail design concepts. Therefore, this study 

aimed to build a VPP for a particular sailing drone model that unitizes the curvy twin sail design. We theoretically derived relations 

describing a sailing drone’s motion as that of a rigid body having three degrees of freedom (three DOFs). We were interested in the 

proposed VPP’s dynamic behavior, the effect of sail designs, and the precise prediction of actual attainable speeds. The algorithm and 

process for predicting the sailing drone speed were established. The sailing drone VPP model was validated via comparison with 

previous experimental results, and the model achieved an acceptable level. It was also able to help designers evaluate their sail and hull 

configurations. In addition, we evaluated the utilization of a sailing drone hull and curvy twin sail. The hydrodynamic results indicated 

that the speed of the designed sailing drone should be limited to 2.2 m/s. Although the maximum lift coefficient of the curvy twin sail 

was recorded at an angle of attack (AOA) of 25 °, the optimized AOA for the curvy twin sail was found to be 15 °. The curvy twin sail 

could improve the sailing drone’s speed under downwind conditions at true wind angles above 40 °. In contrast, it did not work effec-

tively compared to wing sails under upwind conditions at true wind angles between 20 ° and 40 °. 
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1. Introduction 
The most critical aspect in sailing drone design is precise ve-

locity prediction. The need for aerodynamic and hydrodynamic 

simulations is growing in sailing-drone designs. Such designs 

permit the investigation and comparison of prototypes and pro-

cesses at much lower costs than actual full-scale experiments. 

The sailing drone obtains its propulsion force by utilizing its sail 

to absorb wind power. Hence, in a sailing drone, it is essential to 

optimize the aerodynamic performance of the sail, which trans-

forms wind into a thrust force. 

The speed and altitude of a sailing drone are calculated accord-

ing to wind angles and speed by using essential specifications, 

such as the lift and drag coefficients of the sail and the hydrody-

namic characteristics of the hull. A velocity prediction program 

(VPP) calculates the balanced forces acting on a sail and hull and 

predicts the sailing drone's speed. A good performance from  

sailing drones is still strongly expected even when applying a 

VPP. Nevertheless, there are certain limitations in predicting the 

performance of sailing drones that operate using new sail con-

cepts because of differences in their principal specifications and 

other characteristics. 

There is a lack of methods that predict the velocity of sailing 

yachts carrying hydrofoil sails or other rigid sails. Many VPP 

commercial software such as WinDesign, AHVPP, and Maxsurf 

VPP [1][2][3] can describe the behavior of sailing yachts using 

different methods. Many studies have been conducted previously 

to obtain a simulation system model for calculating the perfor-

mance of autonomous sailing yachts. An iterative process used to 

determine a boat's state specifications, such as its heel angle and 

speed, under constant wind direction and speed, was carried out 

by Larsson and Eliasson [4]. Based on their study, the Florida 

Atlantic University project [5] developed a VPP for single-wing 
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sail and two-wing sails. The IBOAT project [6] suggested a 

model that relied on dynamic boat assumptions. The relationship 

between the resultant force and speed was estimated by calculat-

ing the dynamic force created by the hull and sail. A six-degree-

of-freedom model was proposed in the Avalon project [7]. The 

forces acting on the sail and rudder were observed, while main-

taining an uncomplicated relationship with experimentally deter-

mined parameters, to estimate the resistance and damping forces. 

Four 2 m boats (USNA sailboats 1-4) were designed in USNA 

projects and appeared in a sailboat competition in an undergrad-

uate academic schematic section [8][9][10]. The first three boats 

were operated under light wind conditions, while the fourth was 

reserved for longer journey voyages and stronger winds. Elkaim 

[11] proposed a simplified state process that applies a limitation 

on the calculation system by assuming that the rudders cannot 

move sideways through the water. This leads to a transfer in a 

triple integrator, which is related to the distance traveled.  

Therefore, the main goal of this study was to develop a predic-

tion program for a sailing drone that targets the preliminary de-

sign stage of the drone using the curvy twin sail described in our 

previous study [12]. Due to the high complexity of the program, 

which requires an aerodynamic and a hydrodynamic understand-

ing of an entire craft and its interaction, we aimed to develop a 

VPP based on empirical and analytical equations and yield a pro-

gram with a low computational cost. The hydrodynamic model is 

based on the Delft Systematic Yacht Hull Series (DSYHS) 

(Keuning and Sonnenberg, 1998) [13] and the aerodynamic 

model is based on the Offshore Racing Congress (ORC, 2020) 

[14]. Once the VPP successfully runs and is validated, the ob-

tained results can help us better understand the new autonomous 

sailing drone that is assisted by curvy twin sails. 

2. Methodology
2.1. Geometry of the autonomous sailing drone 

The general specifications of the autonomous sailing drone are 

shown in Figure 1 and Table 1. 

Table 1: Sailing drone general specifications 

General Specifications 
Length overall (m) 4.2 

Width (m) 1.2 
Depth (m) 1.0 

Height above waterline (m) 4.0 
Displacement (kg) 280 

Curvy twin sail 
Span (m) 3.5 
Area (m2) 3.0 
Material GRP, PVC core 

Figure 1: 3D design model of sailing drone with curvy twin sail 

The cross-section geometry of the curvy twin sail is shown in 

Figure 2 and Table 2. The non-dimensional number for charac-

terizing the flow of the fluid Reynolds number was calculated as 

follows: 

Re =  𝜌𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎v𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎L
μ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

,  (1)     

where µair is the viscosity coefficient of air, ρair is the air den-

sity, vair is the velocity, and L is the sail chord length. No experi-

ments for the curvy-twin sail were available to validate the nu-

merical results. Therefore, a conventional numerical setting was 

used for comparison with previous experimental studies for a 

NACA 0018 airfoil to produce reliable results. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2: NACA 0018 and curvy twin sail cross section 

Table 2: Curvy twin sail parameterization 

Parameter Value 
L (m) 0.95 
S (m) 0.02 

Re 6x105 

2.2. Procedures 
A MATLAB code was used to build a VPP to predict the sail-

ing performance of an autonomous sailing drone. The theory be-

hind a VPP can be obtained from the ORC world leader in rating 
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technology 2020 [14]. The VPP determines the sailing drone 

speed for a given true wind angle using the iterative process that 

is shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Flow chart of VPP 

The objective was to determine a sailing drone’s speed at a 

fixed true wind angle and speed. The process was set into motion 

by calculating the sail aerodynamics in the CFD model and then 

exporting the lift and drag coefficients, sail areas, and shapes, 

which were used as aerodynamic input parameters. Then, the 

sailing drone’s hydrodynamic input parameters were imported 

into MATLAB scripts. These included the sailing drone-hull’s 

geometry and technical data. The true wind direction and speed 

were then determined. The forces acting on the sail and hull sail-

ing drones were calculated as aerodynamic forces (driving force, 

heeling force, and heeling moment) and hydrodynamic forces 

(hydrodynamic resistance, side force, and righting moment). An 

iterative calculation was performed to ensure that the equilibrium 

conditions were maintained. The sailing drone speed was esti-

mated by an iterative procedure, which estimated the sailing 

speed, apparent wind speed, and direction based on the input pa-

rameters. The assumed sailing drone speed was updated through 

each iteration. The apparent wind angle and speed were calcu-

lated as functions of the boat speed versus the true wind speed 

and angle. Convergence was achieved when the absolute value 

of the difference between the estimated and calculated sailing 

drone speeds was acceptable.  

2.3. Velocity prediction model 
By utilizing the three degrees of freedom model, various force 

equations were considered. Aerodynamic and hydrodynamic 

models have been implemented; they are being widely applied in 

many VPPs. The steady-state performance of the sailing drone 

was predicted because the models only reflect on surge, sway, 

and roll motions. 

2.3.1 Aerodynamic model 

Initially, it is essential to understand that the true wind is the 

actual wind generated by natural forces. It is forecasted by 

weather channels and felt by someone who falls when standing 

at the beach. The velocity of this wind and the angle that its di-

rection makes with the movement of a sailing drone is the so-

called true wind speed (TWS) and true wind angle (TWA), re-

spectively. When a body moves against the true wind, there is a 

relative velocity between them, which is called the apparent 

wind. The wind speed that the yacht “sees” or someone onboard 

feels, is the apparent wind speed (AWS), and the angle this wind 

direction has with the yacht movement is the apparent wind angle 

(AWA). The following figure represents these concepts. 

Figure 4: Sailing triangle 

The principal characteristics of the aerodynamic forces gener-

ated by the wing sail and curvy twin sail were their lift and drag 

coefficient calculations. Other researchers have used XFOIL, a 

commercial software that can investigate the performance of air-

foils to resolve these coefficients. In this study, a two-dimen-

sional CFD model using numerical commercial codes was per-

formed to calculate the lift and drag coefficients. Figure 5 illus-

trates the calculation domain for computational simulation. A 

semi-circle was used with the upstream boundary. The upstream 

and downstream boundary sizes were 15 L and 40 L long, respec-

tively. These domain dimensions were sufficiently large enough 

to satisfy domain-independent results [15]. The angle of attack 

(AOA) was regulated by rotating the airflow direction. The 

boundary conditions are presented in Table 3. The boundary con-

ditions on the domain sides were the inlet, while the downstream 

boundary was the outlet. The velocity at the inlet was set to a 

uniform flow velocity. 
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Figure 5: The computational domain 

Table 3: Boundary conditions 

Calculation domain setup 
Inlet Velocity inlet (v = 8.23 m/s) 

Outlet Pressure outlet 
Top and bottom Velocity inlet (v = 8.23 m/s) 

Wall No slip 

The accuracy of the numerical results was significantly af-

fected by the mesh quality. Various numerical mesh parameters 

were inspected, and mesh independence calculations were per-

formed by investigating the computed lift coefficient at a fixed 

AOA of 5o. The acceptable structured mesh form was deter-

mined, as shown in Figure 6. 10 – 40 inflation layers were cre-

ated in the region near the airfoil wall [16][17]. The mesh distri-

bution corresponding to the inflation layer was also improved to 

obtain accurate results. 

Figure 6: The numerical solution mesh shape 

Table 4: Results of the mesh independency test 

Mesh Param-
eter 

Mesh 
1 

Mesh 
2 

Mesh 
3 

Mesh 
4 

No of nodes 98,868 99,023 102,912 150,671 
Inflation 

layer 10 20 30 40 

Lift coeffi-
cient 0.457 0.4801 0.4812 0.4821 

The mesh independence test for the lift coefficient of the 

NACA 0018 at an AOA = 5 °, illustrated in Table 4, included 

various mesh sizes and a number of inflation layer comparisons. 

The calculated lift coefficient for the coarsest mesh, 1, was 0.457; 

this was different from 0.482, the lift coefficient of the most re-

fined mesh, 4. The difference between the lift coefficients ac-

quired by meshes 1 and 4 was approximately 5%, while it was 

only 0.18% between meshes 3 and 4. Hence, mesh 3 was found 

acceptable for the present study. 

A suitable CFD flow boundary condition and solver had to be 

determined. In CFD, the governing equations relating to the fluid 

flow can be used to calculate the flow patterns in a computational 

environment. The different solutions for a given geometry and 

physical model significantly determine the characteristics of the 

obtained solutions. Therefore, it is necessary to set boundary con-

ditions that accurately reflect the actual situation to achieve good 

results. The direct flow solutions and solutions for the Reynolds 

Average Navier-Stokes, Euler, and potential governing equations 

were provided by CFD commercial software that applied a finite 

volume for spatial discretization. The convergence and robust-

ness of CFD solutions can be improved by using numerical tech-

niques of smoother and structured mesh methods. The solver for 

the two-dimensional SST governing equations, which expressed 

the mass conservation, momentum, and energy of a viscous fluid, 

was used in the numerical analysis [18][19]. It was important to 

choose the viscous effect for a more accurate flow solution. Ta-

ble 5 presents the setup of the computational model [20][21][22].  

Table 5: Computational model setup 

Simulation type Single phase flow 
Turbulence model SST 

Acting fluid Air at 25oC 
Calculation type Steady state 

Figure 7: Computed variation of lift coefficient with angle of at-

tack for NACA 0018, compared with experimental measure-

ments 
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The lift coefficient of the two-dimensional NACA 0018 model 

was calculated and compared with the experimental results to 

verify the numerical method. The predicted lift coefficient of 

NACA 0018 with an AOA ranging from 0 °to 25 °is shown in 

Figure 7. A comparison with the experimental results 

[23][24][25], also included in Figure 7, showed that the model 

was in close agreement with the experimental results. Hence, the 

SST turbulence model was selected for the simulations. 

The total aerodynamic force can be divided into two methods. 

Lift (L) and drag (D) components have been commonly investi-

gated to analyze aerodynamic behaviors. When considering the 

forces acting on the sails, the driving (FR) and heeling (FH) 

forces were studied. The relationship between the aerodynamic 

forces is shown in Figure 8 [4]. 

Figure 8: Components of total aerodynamic force 

𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅 = 𝐿𝐿 sin𝛽𝛽 − 𝐷𝐷 cos𝛽𝛽   (2) 

𝐹𝐹𝐻𝐻 = 𝐿𝐿 cos𝛽𝛽 + D sin𝛽𝛽   (3) 

The primary purpose is to maximize the driving force and sim-

ultaneously minimize the heeling force. When moving under up-

wind conditions, the contribution of drag is harmful because it 

increases the heeling force and reduces the driving forces. Under 

these conditions, maximizing the lift and minimizing the drag are 

simultaneously required at the same time. As the apparent wind 

angle increases under upwind conditions, the drag dramatically 

improves the driving force, while the contribution of the lift grad-

ually decreases. 

The essential parameters that must be considered in the aero-

dynamic forces generated by the sail include the wind gradient, 

roll velocity, and heel effects. In the VPP developed by Rynne 

and von Ellenrieder, the wind velocity variation — that depends 

on the height above the still water line — is mentioned. Their 

study estimated that the wind velocity for heights between 0 and 

10 m varied with height.  

According to Larsson and Eliasson’s explanation, the angle of 

attack and wind velocity, which are affected by heel motions, 

vary according to the length of the sail. Therefore, they integrated 

the lift and drag along the wing sail’s length, which accounted for 

the heel effect. The effect of roll velocity on the apparent wind 

needed to be assessed. In Rynne and von Ellenrieder’s descrip-

tion [5], the wind speed gradient in the open-ocean condition was 

estimated using Equation 4, where z is the height in meters 

above the still water line and U10 is the single hour averaged wind 

speed at 10 m: 

𝑈𝑈
𝑈𝑈10

= � 𝑧𝑧
10
�
1
7.   (4) 

It should be emphasized that U10 estimated the instantaneous 

wind speed at 10 m. It specifies the immediate wind gradient 

when balancing the differences between the simulation and 

measurement data. Moreover, the wind speed measured in a 

shorter test time using a hand-held sensor or a sensor on a boat 

will improve the acceptable accuracy.  

The effect of roll velocity on the apparent wind was calculated 

using Equations 5 and 6, where the direction and speed of the 

apparent wind (βAWφ’ and VAWφ’) are determined. According to 

De Ridder, Vermeulen, and Keunning [26], the apparent wind af-

fected by the boat’s speed along the x-and y-axes was mapped 

onto those axes. The impact of the roll was mapped onto the y-

axis, and the new apparent wind was calculated.  

𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝜑𝜑′ = �(𝜑𝜑′𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍 + 𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 sin(𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴))2 + (𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 cos(𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴))2,  

(5)   

𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝜑𝜑′ = 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−1 �𝜑𝜑
′𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍+𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 sin(𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴)
𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 cos(𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴) �,  (6) 

where Zce is the vertical position of the center of effort, VAW 

is the apparent wind speed, βAW is the apparent wind angle, and 

φ’ is the roll velocity. 

Larsson and Eliasson succeeded in calculating the heel of the 

boat, which directly affects the apparent wind angle and effective 

velocity as seen by the sail. They determined these values by cal-

culating parameters in a plane that heeled with the boat, as shown 

in Equations 7, 8, 9, and 10: 
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where V1 is the apparent wind velocity along the direction of mo-

tion, V2 is the apparent wind velocity at right angles to the sail 

and direction of motion, VAWe is the effective apparent wind ve-

locity, βAWe is the effective apparent wind angle, VS is the boat 

speed, VTW is the true wind velocity, βTW is the true wind angle, 

and φ is the heel angle.          

𝑉𝑉1 = 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 + 𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴 cos(𝛽𝛽𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴),  (7) 

𝑉𝑉2 = 𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴 cos(𝛽𝛽𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴) cos(𝜑𝜑),   (8) 

𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑍𝑍 = �𝑉𝑉12 + 𝑉𝑉22,  (9) 

𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑍𝑍 = 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−1 �𝑉𝑉2
𝑉𝑉1
�. (10) 

2.3.2 Hydrodynamic model 

After achieving the aerodynamic forces generated by the sail, 

the hydrodynamic forces acting on the hull of the sailing drone 

must be determined when it reaches a steady state. The hydrody-

namic resistances that impact the sailing drone hull can be de-

composed into frictional and residual resistances. Larsson and 

Eliasson performed towing tank tests at the Delft University of 

Technology [13]. 

The viscous resistance of a bare hull (Rfh) can be determined 

using Equation 11, while the friction coefficient (Cf) is defined 

in Equation 12, as presented by Keuning and Sonnenberg [27]. 

The forward velocity of a yacht is considered along the x-axis, 

according to De Ridder, Vermeulen, and Keunning’s explanation.  

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅ℎ = 1
2

.𝜌𝜌.𝑢𝑢2. 𝑆𝑆𝑍𝑍 .𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅,  (11) 

𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 = 0.075
(log(𝑅𝑅𝑍𝑍)−2)2

 , (12) 

where ρ is the fluid density, u is the forward velocity, and Sc is 

the wetted area of the hull at zero speed. 

As described by the DSYHS, the viscous resistance of append-

ages (Rva) includes frictional resistance and “other” viscous ef-

fects. The “other” effect can be calculated by using Equation 13 

with the form factor (1 + ka): 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡. (1 + 𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎). (13) 

The frictional resistance of the appendage (Rfa) can be ob-

tained using Equation 14, which describes the hull frictional re-

sistance, while the frictional coefficient can be formulated using 

Equation 12. Nevertheless, these equations are calculated with 

the Reynolds number computed using the average chord length 

of the appendage as an alternative to 70% of the hull waterline. 

The adapted Reynolds number is given by Equation 15. Eventu-

ally, the form factor shown in Equation 13 was determined using 

Equation 16.  

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 = 1
2

.𝜌𝜌.𝑢𝑢2.𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎.𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅,  (14) 

𝑅𝑅𝑍𝑍 = 𝑢𝑢.𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎
𝑣𝑣

 , (15) 

(1 + 𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎) = �1 + 2. 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎
𝑍𝑍𝑎𝑎

+ 60. �𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎
𝑍𝑍𝑎𝑎
�
4
�, (16) 

where Sa is the wetted area of the appendage, ca is the append-

age average chord length, ν is the kinematic viscosity, and ta is 

the appendage mean thickness.  

Equation 17 describes the residuary-resistance formula. The 

coefficients a1 to a7 depend on the Froude number and are based 

on the town tank test of the DSYHS experiments.  

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅ℎ
∇𝑍𝑍.𝜌𝜌.𝑔𝑔

= 𝑡𝑡0 + �𝑡𝑡1. 𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

+ 𝑡𝑡2.𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝑡𝑡3
∇𝑍𝑍

2
3

𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿
+ 𝑡𝑡4. 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
+

𝑡𝑡5. 𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

+ 𝑡𝑡6. 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
𝑇𝑇𝑍𝑍

+ 𝑡𝑡7.𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶� . ∇𝑍𝑍
1
3

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
, (17) 

where Rrh is the residuary resistance hull, ∇c is the volume of 

displacement of the canoe body, LCBfpp is the longitudinal posi-

tion of the center of buoyancy to the forward perpendicular, 

LCFfpp is the longitudinal position of the center of flotation to the 

forward perpendicular, Lwl is the length of the waterline, Bwl is 

the beam of the waterline, Aw is the water area, and Tc is the draft 

of the canoe body. 

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Lift and drag coefficients 

In terms of aerodynamic performance, the lift and drag coeffi-

cients must be considered. The calculated lift and drag coeffi-

cients of NACA 0018 and the curvy-twin sail are presented in 

Figure 9. The lift and drag coefficients of the curvy twin sail 

were superior to those of NACA 0018. The lift coefficient of the 

curvy twin sails was higher than that of NACA 0018 in the range 

of an AOA from 0 °to 75 °. The maximum lift coefficient of 

NACA 0018 founded at an AOA of 15 ° was 1.08, while that of 
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the curvy twin sails was approximately 1.4 at an AOA of approx-

imately 25 °. Although the drag coefficient in a curvy-twin-sail 

design is higher than that in NACA 0018, the drag contributes 

significantly to the propulsion force of the sailing drone when 

operating in downwind conditions.  

(a) Lift coefficient 

(b) Drag coefficient 

Figure 9: Lift and drag coefficients 

3.2. Hydrodynamic calculation and validation 
To validate the DSYHS hydrodynamic calculation method, re-

sistance prediction was compared to the actual towing tank data 

for a known vessel from the DSYHS database. To improve the 

quality of the validation, suitable hulls were selected among the 

DSYHS series 1 and 2 parents, as illustrated in Table 6. The 

DSYHS series 1 and series 2 prototypes obtained from the VPP 

models are presented in Figures 10 and 11, respectively.  

Table 6: Series 1 and Series 2 Hydrostatics 

Parameters Series 1 Series 2 

Length over all - LOA (m) 2.15 2.32 
Waterline length - Lwl (m) 1.6 2.05 
Beam over all - BOA (m) 0.61 0.64 
Waterline beam - Bwl (m) 0.507 0.576 
Canoe body draft - Tc (m) 0.127 0.148 

Total draft - T (m) 0.16 0.16 
Canoe body volume - ∇c (m3) 0.037 0.063 

Wetted surface area - Sc (m²) 0.64 0.92 
Water-plane area - Aw (m²) 0.55 0.77 

(a) Prototype model 

(b) obtained from VPP 

Figure 10: DSYHS series 1 parent model 

(a) Prototype model 

(b) obtained from VPP 

Figure 11: DSYHS series 2 parent model 

The resistance model proposed by the DSYHS was validated 

for Series 1 and Series 2 under upright conditions to identify the 

accuracy and restrictions of the method. All experimental data 

were retrieved from the DSYHS database. 

As a sailboat moves through calm water, many factors com-

bine to form the total resistance force acting on the hull. The prin-

cipal factors affecting sailboat resistance are divided into fric-

tional resistance, wave resistance, and canoe body residuary re-

sistance due to heel, air resistance, and keel or fin resistance. 

However, in the upright test for the sailboat hull, the air resistance 

and keel or fin resistance should be neglected. 
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Figure 12: Upright total hull resistance, Series 1 

Figure 13: Upright total hull resistance, Series 2 

The total hull resistances are presented in Figures 12 and 13. 

The calculation results were close to the experimental values, and 

the estimation error was less than 10%. Although the results of 

the calculated predictions were different from the experimental 

results, it can be agreed that the DSYHS hydrodynamic method 

can be used for the qualitative reflection of hull characteristics. 

Obviously, at low speeds, frictional resistance dominates, and at 

higher speeds over and around 1.5 m/s, the total resistance curve 

turns upward dramatically as wave resistance begins to dominate. 

Despite the small disparities, the total resistance curves revealed 

a good correlation between the experimental data and calculation 

results.  

It must be noted that the DSYHS method cannot provide reli-

able results if used outside the parameter range of the DSYHS. 

For the DSYHS to be applicable, the hull of the sailing drone 

must fit within the range of the parameters covered.  

The sailing drone design met all the requirements stated by the 

DSYHS, and the method can be used in a preliminary estimate 

of the resistance and side force. A Dragon 2.4 mR mono hull was 

used for the sailing drone in this study because of its robustness, 

good quality, and suitable size. Moreover, this hull type has been 

broadly used, and its product cost is relatively low. To use the 

DSYHS, the Dragon 2.4 mR parameters need to fit in the DSYHS 

ranges, as shown in Table 7. The sailing drone hull prototype, 

obtained from the VPP models, is presented in Figure 14. 

Table 7: Dragon 2.4 mR parameters 

Parameters Value DSYHS range 
Length – Beam Ratio 

(Lwl/Bwl) 3.32 2.73 – 5 

Beam – Draft Ratio 
(Bwl/Tc) 2.51 2.46 – 19.38 

Length – Displacement Ratio 
(Lwl/∇c1/3) 5.24 4.34 – 8.5 

Longitudinal Center of Buoy-
ancy 

(LCBfpp) 
1.72 0 – 8.20 (%) 

Longitudinal Center of Flota-
tion 

(LCFfpp) 
4.25 1.80 – 9.50 (%) 

Prismatic Coefficient 
(Cp) 0.53 0.52 -0.6 

Midship Coefficient 
(Cm) 0.66 0.65 – 0.78 

Loading Factor 
(Aw/∇c2/3) 6.22 3.78 – 12.67 

(a) Prototype model 

(b) obtained from VPP 

Figure 14: Sailing drone model 

Figure 15: Upright total hull resistance for the sailing drone 

The total hull resistance of the sailing drone is shown in Fig. 

15; it increases as the speed increases. The total resistance is a 
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combination of frictional resistance, wave resistance, and fin re-

sistance. Note that the total resistance curve is not linear but 

grows more sharply in the high-speed range of 2.2 m/s to 3.2 m/s. 

The wave resistance was more extensive than the frictional re-

sistance at a speed above 2.2 m/s. As the sailing drone speed in-

creased, the height of the waves generated by the sailing drone 

motion in water increased, and therefore, the energy required to 

produce waves also increased. More energy was required be-

cause of wave creation. The fin or keel structures could improve 

the balance ability of the sailing drone, but the fin generated ad-

ditional resistance, which affected the hull performance. The sail-

ing drone speed should be limited to less than 2.2 m/s. 

3.3. Sailing drone’s predicted calculation and validation 
To evaluate the inherent uncertainties of the VPP’s realization 

and quantify its accuracy, experimental full-size data and veloc-

ity prediction were compared. The performance of the Stewart 34 

Pride [28], on which this project is focused, has been recorded 

for upwind sailing in true wind speeds ranging from 9.2 to 13.8 

knots to investigate rig tension. As a result, actual sailing data 

were available. The boat speed, apparent wind angle, and appar-

ent wind speed recorded during the experiment were used to as-

certain the true wind speed and true wind angle. The hydrostatics 

of the Stewart sailboat for particular displacements are listed in 

Table 8.  

Table 8: Stewart 34 Pride Hydrostatics 

Parameters Value 
Length over all - LOA (m) 10.44 
Waterline length - Lwl (m) 9.45 
Beam over all - BOA (m) 3.10 
Waterline beam - Bwl (m) 2.71 
Canoe body draft - Tc (m) 0.53 

Total draft - T (m) 1.67 
Canoe body volume - ∇c (m3) 4.67 
Wetted surface area - Sc (m²) 19.20 
Water-plane area - Aw (m²) 17.37 

Figure 16: Experiment and VPP comparison 

A comparison of the boat speeds is presented in Figure 16 in 

increasing order of the true wind angle. An overall degree of 

agreement can be observed; the data can be divided into two main 

categories related to the true wind angle. On the one hand, the 

VPP slightly underestimates the speed up to 43° of the true wind 

angle. As the speed in the VPP was theoretical, it would have 

been expected to be higher than the actual value. However, this 

could be explained by the windward presence of the crew, 

providing an additional righting moment and thus, a higher boat 

speed. Since no crew weight was modeled in the VPP, it is a plau-

sible interpretation. A much larger overestimation of the VPP was 

exhibited at higher true wind angles. A possible explanation is 

that the data gathered during the experiment did not aim to cap-

ture the highest possible speed. As a result, the full performance 

of the boat may not have been exploited, resulting in these differ-

ences. 

With VPP, speed inspection and analysis were performed with 

the designed curvy twin sail. The angle of attack was considered 

as a parameter for evaluating the curvy-twin-sail performance. 

Figure 17 shows a polar plot of the velocities calculated by the 

VPP for a true wind speed = 10 knots with an AOA between 

5 °and 25 °.  

Figure 17: The sailing drone speed prediction at different con-

stant angles of attack 

Speeds generally increased with wind angle and wind speed, 

as expected. Peak speeds were reached at a true wind angle of 

approximately 100°; the AOA increased, and the curvy twin sail's 

ability to work under upwind conditions decreased. However, 

sail efficiency improved under downwind conditions. On the 

other hand, the autonomous sailing drone's no-go zone with an 

AOA from 5o to 15o ranged between 0o to 20 °. However, an AOA 
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of 15 °gave the best sailing drone speeds under upwind condi-

tions with true wind angles from 30 °to 60 °. The no-go zone an-

gle increased when the angle of attack increased. As the no-go 

zone became more extensive, it significantly reduced the effi-

ciency of the sailing drone under upwind conditions. This phe-

nomenon can be attributed to the dramatic increase in the drag 

coefficient, which mainly contributed to the driving force under 

downwind conditions. 

Therefore, to ensure the working performance of an autono-

mous sailing drone under upwind conditions and improve its ef-

ficiency when working under downwind conditions, an AOA of 

15 ° was recommended. 

In Figure 18, the performance diagram of the wing sail is com-

pared to that of the curvy twin sail.  

Figure 18: Polar diagram of NACA 0018 and curvy twin sail 

(angle of attack = 15o) 

The performance characteristics of NACA 0018 and the curvy 

twin sail were attractive because both of them were always 

trimmed at a constant AOA of 15 ° to the apparent wind. The 

velocity generated with the curvy twin sail primarily increased 

compared to the wing sail at a true wind angle above 40 °. This 

phenomenon can be attributed to the higher lift and drag coeffi-

cients of the curvy-twin sail. However, the wing sail was more 

useful when the autonomous sailing drone operated under up-

wind conditions with a true wind angle from 20 ° to 40 °. 

4. Conclusions
This study developed an autonomous sailing drone VPP, which 

was used to aid a designer when making decisions regarding a 

sail and hull yacht’s configuration. An autonomous sailing 

drone’s performance was optimized by identifying the optimum 

value of a set of parameters defining the curvy twin sail with a 

constant AOA. A dynamic model can be used for controller de-

sign and generation of test data. The VPP program can predict 

the total resistance of an autonomous sailing drone, which helps 

in considering and developing a hull design. 

Hydrodynamic analysis was conducted for the DSYHS sailing 

yachts model series and the sailing drone design under upright 

wind conditions. The DSYHS model series experiment and cal-

culated data were investigated to prove that the hydrodynamic 

model used was reliable. The sailing drone’s hydrodynamic cal-

culation results showed that the total resistance curve was not 

linear but grew steeply at high speeds ranging from 2.2 m/s to 3.2 

m/s. The wave resistance was more considerable than the fric-

tional resistance at speeds above 2.2 m/s. The higher wave re-

sistance required more propulsion energy; so, the sailing drone 

speed should be limited under 2.2 m/s (4.3 knots).    

We performed speed calculations for the Stewart 34 Pride sail-

ing yacht and our sailing drone. The Stewart 34 sailing yacht ex-

perimental speed, which corresponded to the true wind speed and 

angle, was compared with the VPP’s calculation results. There 

were differences between the observed and calculated values. 

This can be attributed to the fact that no crew weight was mod-

eled in the VPP, and the experiment did not aim at getting results 

at the highest possible speed. However, the degree of agreement 

was acceptable. 

Although the maximum lift coefficient of the curvy twin sail 

was at an AOA of 25 °, the optimized AOA for the curvy twin 

sail was found to be 15 °. The sailing drone speed generated by 

utilizing the curvy twin sail was primarily higher compared to the 

wing sail at true wind angles above 40 °. 
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